Back-End Engineer

About Hoot
As a real-time and light-weight app, Hoot is bringing a first-class live mobile video experience to people around the world. You can broadcast the most exciting moments of your life to your friends and followers, while also enjoying their live experiences vicariously when they "hoot".

You will never miss another magic moment since all of your hoots are instantly archived and easily searchable so you can view, comment and heart them whenever, wherever.

Who we are
Based in Menlo Park, CA, we are a team of hackers, video aficionados and funny on-off screen personalities who hold our products we craft and awesome content Hoot discover to the highest of standards. We believe that by combining exceptional engineered systems and viral live content, we can enrich lives around the world by connecting them through live video.

Opportunities
Hoot is looking for smart talented people who share the ambition of changing the world and democratizing mobile video experience for everyone on the planet.

Back-End Engineer
Hoot is looking for an experienced backend engineer to help scale our global infrastructure and discover user trends through data. This includes deploying SoftLayer and our hybrid architecture to serve Hoot videos.

SKILLS
- Python
- NoSQL
- MongoDB
- Distributed Systems
- Ability to be creative, think outside the box and pioneer something new

PREFERRED
- Object Storage
- SoftLayer
- Docker
- RTMP, WebRTC

Alex Taser
email - attaser@gmail.com